
Shark, Flying (created by Hogan) 

Large Beast 

 

Hit Dice: 7d10+7 (46 hp) 

Initiative: + 2 (Dex) 

Speed: 3 Ft., fly 40 ft. 

AC: 15 (-1 size, +2 Dex, +4 Natural) 

Attacks: Bite +7 

Damage: Bite 1d8 +4 

Face/Reach: 5 ft. by 10 ft./5 ft. 

Special Attacks: - 

Special Qualities: - 

Saves: Fort +6, Ref +7, Will +3 

Abilities: Str 17, Dex 15, Con 13, Int 1, Wis 12, Cha 3 

Skills: Listen +8, Move Silently +15, Spot +8 

Feats: - 

Climate/Terrain: Tropical Mountains/Jungles and Coastlines 

Organization: Pack 1-8 

Challenge Rating: 2 

Treasure: None 

Alignment: Always Neutral 

Advancement: 8-10 (Large), 11-12 (Huge) 

 

A Flying Shark looks exactly like a standard shark, with a bluish skin and a wide mouth full of razor sharp teeth. What 

really differs this shark from other of its species is first of all, that even if it still has gills, it breathes through lungs. But 

what is more apparent is the fact that it is equipped with two large (about 6’ long) leathery wings. This is what tells that 

this creature belongs among the skies (as the name probably hints), rather than in the depths of the oceans.  

Like its underwater namesake, the Flying Shark must constantly stay in motion to survive. It eats and gives birth under 

the skies, and therefore will offspring that are unable to fold out their wings at birth, have a very short lifespan. When in 

need of sleep, the Shark douses on the thermal updrafts, keeping a minimum beating with the wings to stay afloat. 

The same spot is located when its time to feed. Once having found a place of thermal updrafts that let it float with a 

minimum of effort, it starts swallowing the prey, crushing and tearing with its teeth. This eating habit is very difficult to 

carry out in mid-air, and therefore almost 40% of the prey is usually lost, dropped through the skies towards the ground. 

Natives in the area know that they have entered the hunting ground of a pack of flying sharks when they experience such 

a bloody shower. Should a flying shark ever happen to end up on the ground, either by accident or due to illness or 

severe wounds, it is quite possible that it will never get airborne again, except by being thrown of a mountain and 

thereby being able to catch the thermals again.  

 

Combat 
The shark catches its prey by flying low above the ground or surface of the ocean, picking up tasty morsel that catches its 

eyes. Attacks are made by gliding past and make a bite against the target. If it manages to deal enough damage to either 

slay or immobilize the victim, it grabs hold and flies off, carrying with it whole targets of up to medium size.  

Flying Sharks hunt together in small groups, circulating larger prey to finish. Once the target is brought down however, 

the fight for the meat take place, with the victory and the prey usually goes to the strongest and fastest, although most of 

the pack receives a bite during the frenzy. Unlike its underwater counterpart, the flying shark has an excellent vision and 

a fine hearing, but its sense of smell is almost none-existent. 

Skills Flying Sharks receive a +4 to Listen and Spot checks, and a +14 to Move Silently, due to its owl-like gliding 

movement. 

 


